DNA-510 Dials then Provides Mass Notification Messages / Alert Tones

In most applications, the DNA-510 plays its mass notification messages / alert tones to an input of the paging amplifier. By adding a Viking K-1900-5 dialer and an isolation transformer, the DNA-510 can seize a telephone line or PBX extension and dial a number before playing the messages / tones. Use for dial access paging systems or when DNA-510 messages / tones must be played only to certain zones of a multi zone paging system. Another application is to connect the DNA-510 to the override port of a multi zone page controller, so the DNA-510 messages / tones have a higher priority than a voice page. The "259958" isolation transformer will be provided to DNA-510 customers free of charge. Contact the Viking Technical Support department at (715) 386-8666.

Note - The DNA-510's "March Time Horn" alert tone can not be used in this application.